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When Glen Powell heard that
President Obama was going to be
at SXSW in March, he decided to
reach out to the White House and
invite POTUS to the premiere of
Everybody Wants Some. This seems
to be classic Powell: dreaming big
and living life totally balls-to-the-wall.
The 27-year-old Austin native has
been stealing scenes in everything
from The Expendables 3, as a young,
highly trained mercenary, to Scream
Queens, as campy frat boy Chad
Radwell. Now he’s a mustachioed
college baseball player in the
“spiritual sequel” to Dazed and
Confused, which, he declares, “is so
frickin’ good.”

ryan

“Today is legitimately the first day
where I can just sit here, smoke
a cigarette, and I don’t have to do
anything,” Wyatt Russell says. He’s
talking about enjoying his newly
fixed-up house in Austin (where he
lives when he’s not in L.A. for work),
but he may as well be talking about
his work schedule. The 29-year-old
former pro hockey player has been
pretty damn busy since a hip injury
took him off the ice and into the
family business (Kurt Russell and
Goldie Hawn are his parents; Kate
and Oliver Hudson are his halfsiblings). After memorable roles
in Judd Apatow’s This Is 40 and
22 Jump Street, he’s now playing a
tie-dye-wearing, herb-toking, Carl
Sagan-quoting baseball player in
Everybody Wants Some. And with
the Anna Kendrick wedding dramedy Table 19, comedy Folk Hero &
Funny Guy (in it, he gets to play guitar—another one of his talents), and
the sports comedy Goon: Last of the
Enforcers on deck, he better enjoy
that smoke break while he can.

I didn’t go to acting school. I found
out who I was by playing hockey. I came
from a place where you’re micromanaged from the time you’re 12. When I
started acting, I was like, “Fuck that, I’m
gonna go down in flames doing it my
way, and if I suck, I suck, but I’m doing
it the way I want to do it.”
I like working with wood and building guitars. I also enjoy going on hikes
with my dog, a white husky named
Snowman. He’s the man.
I don’t know if I’m at sex-symbol
status. If people want to call me that,
great, thank you for thinking that my parents made a pretty person. But looks
are the first thing to go, if you’re lucky,
so it’s just a world of disappointment if
you put all your eggs in that basket.

“You won’t hear me complain about
working with too many women,”
28-year-old Ryan Guzman says on
the phone from Atlanta, where he’s
filming a TV pilot. But after parlaying
a modeling side gig into acting jobs,
and supporting J.Lo in the steamy
thriller The Boy Next Door and the
ladies of Pretty Little Liars and Jem
and the Holograms, he finally got
to play opposite dudes in Everybody Wants Some. “It’s kind of like
Vegas: What happens there, stays
there,” he jokes about the set’s party
vibe. While Guzman swears his flirty
character Kenny Roper is way more
of a player than he is, the athletic
part of the role wasn’t a stretch for
the Texas-born, Sacramento-raised
former baseball pitcher. And neither
was the cast’s on-screen bond: “We
all feel like we’re brothers,” he says.

I got into all sorts of trouble as a kid.
I was big on pranks. I released 3,000
crickets in my middle school hallway,
then three stink bombs simultaneously
throughout the school—it was a rad day.
Dancing is in my blood. My mom and
I used to go to [Austin saloon] The
Broken Spoke to two-step. I’d get a
chicken fried steak there and dance it off.
Nothin’s better. All the Powells are big
dancers. Give us a band and a dance
floor and we’re the first people out there.
My bucket list is extreme. I met some
Navy SEALS [while filming the upcoming
Iraq war drama Sand Castle] and they’re
taking me to jungle warfare school soon,
and later this year my crew is going to
get shot at with AK-47s, while wearing
bulletproof vests.

I had $27 to my name when I came
to L.A. Next thing I knew, I was flying out
to Colombia for this horrible foot deodorant commercial. It was god-awful, but it
paid enough, so I was like, “Let’s do it!”

glen

wyatt

from left: on russell: jacket by jeffrey rüdes, shirt and pants by allsaints, t-shirt by vince, shoes by kurt geiger. on guzman: jacket by topman, shirt and t-shirt by paul
smith, jeans by nudie jeans, boots by gant. on powell: jacket by dsquared2, shirt by jeffrey rüdes, pants by cos, shoes by giuseppe zanotti, sunglasses by komono.
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If you can’t afford acting school, then
you make your own. I’d download
scenes from movies and act them out.
One was from—I’m gonna call myself
out—The Notebook, the breakup scene. I
used it to get my manager!
I’m a neat freak. My suitcase has
perfectly folded shirts, next to perfectly
folded jackets, next to perfectly folded
socks—mostly color-coordinated. That’s
what you get working in retail too long!
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Yes, I’m a theater geek. My first
audition was for a local production of
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.
I sang “With One Look” from Sunset
Boulevard, which is such a weird song
for a 10-year-old to sing—and I sang it
really, really loudly. The director laughed,
and was like, “You certainly know how to
project.” He cast me as Dopey and I’ve
been acting ever since.
My biggest pinch-me moment was
the first day of filming OITNB. I was a
fan of the show before I got the job, and

here I was seeing the cast without their
prison uniforms on, strolling onto set. I
was like, “This is so bizarre, because I
was literally just watching you on TV two
days ago!”
I am obsessed with knitting. I made
some scarves for my family, and hats for
my dad and boyfriend [Sean Grandillo].
Right now, I’m making my Chihuahua
terrier, Arnold, a cable-knit onesie.

styled by wendy mcnett.

jacket by faith connexion, dress by missguided, necklace and ring on right middle finger by luv aj, cuff by we who prey, all other rings singer’s own.

All of that time spent in Orange Is
the New Black’s fictional Litchfield
Penitentiary may have made Kimiko Glenn just a little bit paranoid,
because the Phoenix-born actress is
worried the people sitting next to us
at New York City’s Rose Bar are
listening in on this conversation. “I
just feel uncomfortable,” she says
about protecting the show’s secrets,
as she gives the foursome major
side-eye. It’s hard to believe the
26-year-old can be this flappable,
especially after watching Natasha
Lyonne go down on her—in a church,
no less—and then finding out that it
was filmed during Glenn’s first week
on the set of the hit Netflix series.
“Nudity is no big deal to me—I have
good genes, so I’m not super selfconscious about my body,” explains
Glenn, whom you may also recognize
from the Bleachers video “I Wanna
Get Better.” She will be returning for
more unpredictable debauchery as
activist Brook Soso (“like Brooke
Shields without the ‘e’,” her character says) in OITNB’s fourth season,
premiering June 17. While on hiatus
from the show, she’s co-starring in
the Broadway adaptation of Adrienne
Shelly’s Waitress, and can be seen
this fall in the cyber thriller Nerve
with Dave Franco and Emma Roberts.
PATTY ADAMS MARTINEZ

photographed by beth garrabrant. top by charles youssef, shorts by marc jacobs.
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“It’s like the key to life,” Paulina
Singer says via Skype of the tiny
ankh tattooed on her left pinky finger.
The actor, dancer, and musician talks
about her mom’s love for musical
theater being an early influence of
hers—Little Shop of Horrors and Cabaret were mainstays during Singer’s
New Hampshire childhood—but more
often than not, she leans toward
heady topics like transmigration and
environmental sustainability. And she
prefers not to share her age: “I just
think it’s cool to remain a mystery.”
What’s not a mystery is her quick
rise in the world of TV and movies,
despite the fact that she doesn’t
watch much of either. With roles in
Gotham, South of Hell, and The Intern
under her belt, the New Yorker is
now in Vancouver filming Freeform’s
new camp-set horror-drama Dead of
Summer. We’ll be tuning in, even if
she doesn’t.
I got into acting in elementary school.
I would watch movies and videos and be
like, “Oh my God, I want to pretend to be
other people. That’s so cool!”
I used to think I was a brand-new
soul because I was so naive and I do
whatever I want. And then I realized,
I might actually be a really old soul. If
there’s such a thing as reincarnation, I
think I have a lot of lives that led me to
be able to be so free.
Growing up I didn’t really fit in. A lot
of people had the same mind-set and
the same goals. Not to say that’s bad,
but I was constantly questioning and
wondering, while everyone else was
OK with [the status quo].
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joey
jacket by sandro, top by sportmax, skirt by missguided,
necklace by luv aj, earrings by adornmonde.

top by msgm, bra by topshop, shorts by halston heritage, shoes by giuseppe zanotti design, bracelet by luv aj, earrings by adornmonde.
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When you first meet Joey King, you
forget she’s famous, because she
complains about L.A. traffic (“my
hand hovers over my horn”) and
talks about how she spent her 16th
birthday playing bingo with drag
queens (“so much fun”). But then
she mentions that one of her first
life memories is starring in a cereal
commercial, and that her pet pig
is named Jay-Jay after the former
Tonight Show host who gave it to her,
and you remember that she is anything but typical. She made her lead
debut at age 10 as Ramona
Quimby in Ramona and Beezus, and
will play another beloved book
character, Stargirl, in the highly
anticipated Catherine Hardwickedirected adaptation. In the meantime,
she’ll be facing an alien invasion in
next month’s Independence Day:
Resurgence.

My Instagram is an absolute mess of
whatever I feel like putting on there.
It could be totally self-deprecating and I
really don’t care. I have no filter.
I’m either five years old or I’m 80
years old—there’s no in-between.
I go to bed early, I really love to knit. I
live with my older sisters, and they’re
just so loud. I’m like, “Shhh! Kids, be
quiet!” [Laughs]
I had my first kiss on the set of
James Franco’s The Sound and the
Fury. It was with Keegan Allen. I told
James [the director], “You’re not gonna
tell Keegan that this is my first kiss.” And
he’s like, “I won’t say anything.” So we
get on set and James goes, “Hey everyone, I have a big announcement. This is
Joey King’s first kiss in life and on
camera—ever! And it’s with one of the
Pretty Little Liars! So Keegan, don’t
screw it up!” I was like, “Oh…oh God.”
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on sherwood: jacket and shirt by iro, hat by worth & worth by orlando palacios. on mcnamara: jacket and pins by
marc jacobs, choker and ring on pointer finger by luv aj, ring on ring finger by aoko su.
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Dominic Sherwood won hearts
the world over when his chiseled
cheekbones—and, um, abs—stole the
spotlight in Taylor Swift’s dreamy
“Style” video. So it’s no surprise he’s
taken—by another Hollywood star,
Modern Family’s Sarah Hyland. But
the 26-year-old U.K. native (who
goes back and forth between Los
Angeles, London, and his hometown
of Kent, England) has proven he’s
more than just a pretty face with film
roles in Not Fade Away and Vampire
Academy, and now as demon-fighting
half-angel Jace Wayland on Freeform’s Shadowhunters: The Mortal
Instruments, which will return for a
second season early next year. But
before that, you can catch him in Take
Down, a thriller with Ed Westwick and
Phoebe Tonkin.
From very young, I knew acting was
what I wanted to do. My mum is very
good at bringing up embarrassing stories of how I used to sit my family down
and re-enact The Blues Brothers or
pretend to be Michael Jackson.
I’m actually not an extrovert. I keep
my thoughts to myself. But in those five
minutes when I’m in the [audition] room,
and I need to prove to these people that
I can do it, I’m finely treading that line
between confidence and arrogance.

Bring on the Shadowhunters stunts.
I want to be doing as many stunts as
possible—even though the bottom half
of one of my teeth got kicked out while
rehearsing a stunt recently. Then a
couple of weeks later, the replacement
got knocked out, too! All I wanted to
do was continue, but the director was
going, “Well, continuity-wise, it doesn’t
really work anymore, because you’re
missing a tooth.”
“I definitely feel like I’m an old soul,”
Katherine McNamara says between
a morning boxing session and a walk
with her Maltipoo, Sophie. “Maybe
it’s because I grew up watching old
black-and-white movies from the
’40s and ’50s.” Or maybe it’s because
the 20-year-old’s list of accomplishments puts most of us to shame.
Growing up in Missouri, McNamara
(who’s kept her Southern congeniality, though she now calls L.A. home)
graduated high school at 14, college
at 17, and is now working on a master’s degree in literature. That’s on
top of her acting career, which spans
from Broadway (she played opposite Catherine Zeta-Jones in A Little
Night Music) to her current role as
Clary Fray, the super-smart badass
keeping the world’s unseen demons
at bay on Shadowhunters: The Mortal
Instruments. She’s also reprising her
Maze Runner role in the upcoming

third installment of the film series,
and is flexing her songwriting skills
on an EP she hopes to release soon.
“Sleep is overrated,” she declares.
I was a huge math nerd growing
up. I took math as electives in both
high school and at university. I even
subscribed to The Economist as an
eight-year-old.
The cast of Shadowhunters calls
me “Grandma.” I carry a big purse, so
I always have the hand sanitizer, cough
drops, Listerine strips, and whatever
else anybody may need.
My mom put a quote on my wall
when I was a kid: “What is right
is not always popular, what is
popular is not always right.” I didn’t
really know what it meant then, but as
I got older it inspired me to stay true
to myself.
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photographed by beth garrabrant. jacket by drome, shirt by eton, moore’s own necklace.
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Shameik Moore can’t sit still. One
minute he’s riding his mini Segway
hoverboard around set, the next he’s
showing off his dance moves with
some killer one-handed V-kicks. With
his breakout role as Malcolm in last
year’s suprise indie hit Dope, the
21-year-old Atlanta native, who got
his start as a music video backup
dancer, made people stand up and
take notice—literally (the movie got
standing ovations at its premieres
in Cannes, Sundance, Hollywood,
and New York City). Now, Moore has
earned a prime role in this summer’s
Baz Luhrmann-led Netflix series The
Get Down, playing Shaolin Fantastic,
a streetwise breaker from the Bronx
during hip-hop’s inception in the
’70s. When describing his character,
Moore can’t help but bust into a
boasting rhyme: “Shaolin Fantastic,
the lady-killing romantic/ Girls start
to go frantic/ I put ’em in a panic/
White, Asian, Hispanic/ They drip
like Titanic.” Much like his character,
Moore has no lack of confidence—nor
should he. PAM
You Got Served inspired me to be a
dancer. I saw the movie and then went
to a street dance battle in Atlanta,
eventually earned my respect in that
community, and became the king of the
child section of those battles. My crew
Young Superstars danced in videos for
Soulja Boy and Keri Hilson.

styled by wendy mcnett.

I rap and sing. My music is reggae
mixed with hip-hop and R&B. My family
is Jamaican, so I blend dancehall with
Atlanta’s 808s and swagger. I have a
mixtape coming out this summer called
30058—my hometown zip code—and
then I’ll release my first album sometime
next year.
I’m a very positive person. If you
choose to be negative, if you talk down,
you will attract negativity. But if you do
the opposite, if you focus on what you
are, what you want to become, you
surround yourself with those kinds of
people. That’s why I’m calling my album
Positive Vibes. I’m putting in a lot of
effort to affect history in a positive way
and leave a mark. I believe I’m supposed
to inspire.
A$AP Rocky is my big bro. I met him
while filming Dope, but now when I’m
in New York, I stay at his crib. He’s an
inspirational dude, but we also have a lot
of fun even though we’re different. He’s
like, “Lil’ bro, always dancing,” because if
we’re at a club, he’s somewhere chatting
up some fine women while I’m out on
the dance floor.
Fan reactions are fly. I was at a Tinashe
concert recently and these girls looked
up at me and started screaming—that
shocked me. I was like, “Oh, snap, they
know me!” I’m starting to get people
saying, “Yo, I want a picture! Let’s do a
Snapchat! I love you!” That’s very cool.
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clara
A conversation with Clara Mamet is
like an exercise in highbrow/lowbrow. She name-checks 20th-century
frontier novelist Willa Cather and
Mikhail Bulgakov’s Soviet satire The
Master and Margarita as readily as
she expounds on American Crime
Story: The People v. O.J. Simpson
(“Sarah Paulson, I die”). Perhaps
her family has something to do with
that. The 21-year-old’s dad is famed
playwright David Mamet, her mom is
actress Rebecca Pidgeon; Girls’
Zosia Mamet is her half-sister. The
Venice, California resident’s career
also runs the gamut: She played
ennui to perfection in the sitcom The
Neighbors and wrote, directed, and
starred in her own semi-autobiographical film, Two-Bit Waltz, which
premiered at the Tribeca Film Festival in 2014. Next up is this month’s
Neighbors 2: Sorority Rising (out May
20), where she’ll join Kappa Nu as
a sorority girl who is “sarcastic, but
good-hearted,” which seems like an
apt description of Mamet as well.
I imagine college is a great experience. And a nice security blanket, which
I wish I had sometimes. ’Cause now if
this all goes to shit, it’s not like I can
get a job as a lawyer. I do love a good
pantsuit, but that’s about it.
Acting is a lot easier than writing.
You’re not trying to fashion something
out of thin air. [With writing] you’ve got
to create the whole world, and that’s
difficult. When it’s going well it builds
itself, and when it’s not going well, then
you’re fucked.

094

It’s important not to beat yourself
up, which I do a lot. You have to be
gentle with your creative brain and, you
know, not smoke weed. I’ll be like, “I’ll
smoke a little weed and it’ll make me
more creative!” Five pints of ice cream
later, I’m asleep on the couch.

beanie
In the trailer for Neighbors 2, we see
Beanie Feldstein chest-bump her
co-star Chloë Grace Moretz, pound
vodka to chase pills, and flip Seth
Rogen the double bird before
hilariously crashing through the
windshield of his character’s car. The
display couldn’t be further from the
real-life self-proclaimed “goodiegoodie,” who waxes poetic on
everything from Stephen Sondheim
(the L.A. native moved to New York
after graduating from Wesleyan to be
closer to Broadway) to Gilmore Girls
(“I am deeply obsessed”). Natural
comedic timing seems to run in the
22-year-old Feldstein’s family, though:
Jonah Hill is her older brother. The
multi-talented theater buff can also
sing—Google her rendition of Funny
Girl’s “Don’t Rain on My Parade” for
proof—so even though Neighbors 2
might be her first starring role in a
feature film, it certainly won’t be
her last.
I was babysitting when I got the call
that I was cast in Neighbors 2. My
manager was like, “I can’t hear you.” And
I whispered, “I just put a one-year-old
to sleep and I don’t care what part I got,
she is not waking up!”

The best years of my life were spent
at summer camp. I try to make all
normal, real-life experiences as close to
summer camp as possible. My parents
met at camp on the East Coast. So,
even though I grew up in L.A., they
were very dedicated to sending me to
East Coast camp. They would rather
spend their money on summer camp
than SAT tutoring.
I am dying to work with Melissa
McCarthy. In my dream world, we would
play mother and daughter in some outrageous comedy. She is my idol.

from left: on mamet: jacket by the kooples, top by alternative apparel, choker by joomi lim. on feldstein: shirt by paul smith, hat by missguided, rings by adornmonde.
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lorenza

Latina roles are always the hot
mom, hot housekeeper, or the hot
bitch with the accent. You see the
description of the characters, and you’re
like, “Why do I feel iffy about playing
this? Oh yeah, because it’s going a little
too far with the stereotypes!”
It’s hard to have your husband tell
you what to do all day and then
go home to him. You need some
separation! But we will always come
back and work together. I think Eli’s a
genius—duh—and we really can push
each other to creative limits that other
people can’t.
We need more female writers and
directors in Hollywood. I love men—I’m
married to one. But I think women are
much more interesting. We need to put
more vaginas out there!

photographed by beth garrabrant. dress by marc jacobs.

Moving to America was scary—and
exciting. I was about to really burst
as an actress in Chile, and had name
recognition, and I just up and left for
L.A. I went from being a shark in a
little baby tank to being plankton in the
Pacific Ocean.

top by topshop, skirt by zimmermann, shoes by kurt geiger, rings by luv aj, earrings by aoko su.

When Lorenza Izzo enters a room,
you hear her even before you
see her—with her cheerful voice
and hearty laugh leading the way.
Izzo has the uncanny ability to
captivate an audience, whether
it’s total strangers passing by her
(and doing a double take) at the
Gramercy Park Hotel in New York
City or moviegoers who have seen
the 26-year-old in action-packed
thrillers such as The Green Inferno
and Knock Knock (both directed
by her husband, writer-producerdirector Eli Roth). The Chilean-born
actress—who studied journalism
for two years—knows how to tell an
enthralling story, and she now has
the opportunity to do that each week,
playing Pilar, a quirky hopeless
romantic, in Feed the Beast, AMC’s
new restaurant-themed drama, which
premieres this month. PAM

Emily Robinson is the definition
of woke, and not only because
she’s on one of television’s most
groundbreaking shows, Transparent.
The 17-year-old—who plays the
young version of Gaby Hoffmann’s
Ali in season one, and the mother
of the lead trans character (Maura,
played by Jeffrey Tambor) in
flashbacks in season two—is also
an outspoken feminist and LGBTQ
advocate. She recently raised
money on Kickstarter to help finish
a queer-questioning coming-of-age
short film that she wrote, directed,
and stars in, called Virgin Territory.
When she’s not filming season three
of Transparent in L.A.—where the
born-and-raised New Yorker now
lives—she’s been busy filming two
movies, Going Under, a comedy with
Bruce Willis, and Behold My Heart, a
drama starring Marisa Tomei. In the
meantime, she’s looking forward to
hearing back from Harvard: “I want
to go so badly.”
Every once in a while I’m like, “Emily,
why are you applying to college?” I’m
already doing what I want to be doing
in life, which is incredible. How many
people can say that at age 17?
When I was younger, I loved writing,
but for the longest time I wrote
stories from the male perspective. I
finally realized, “No, you have to write
three-dimensional female characters like
the men are getting.” We need stories of
women that seem like us, that are messy
and honest, wrong and real, good and
bad, and everything in between.
In my house “feminist” was never a
bad word. I actually remember the first
time I heard that someone didn’t call
themself a feminist. I was probably 11
or 12, and I was like, “Why?” It was a
foreign concept.

russell, guzman, powell, singer, king, sherwood, mcnamara, mamet, feldstein, robinson: hair: johnnie
sapong for leonor greyl at jed root. makeup: tamah at the wall group. manicurists: reina santos for formula x at nailing hollywood and brittni rae for formula x at nailing hollywood. glenn, moore, izzo: hair:
travis speck at sally hershberger. makeup: allie smith at sarah laird using m.a.c cosmetics. manicurist:
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